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Your industry
Our know-how

Complex supply chains, demanding processes,
increasing quality requirements and growing
time and cost pressure: New challenges demand for a holistically designed and efficiently
networked production.
Bizerba is a reliable partner of numerous national and international companies from the
metal and electrical industries. Discover our
network-capable, industry-specific solutions
and benefit from added value across the entire
supply chain: From goods receiving via intralogistic processes through to quality control,
shipping and inventory. Create complete
transparency and document your production
in order to prevent complaints.

Bizerba components are impressive in terms
of their high quality materials and meticulous
workmanship. They withstand even harsh and
extreme production environments. Matching
your products the systems meet all required hygiene and safety standards. With regards to the
design we emphasize easy and safe handling
as well as very easy cleaning. Additionally
My Bizerba Service Contracts let you obtain
services which are tailored to your individual
needs.
Welcome to the Open World of Bizerba

Efficient solutions
along the
supply chain
Our diverse portfolio allows us to develop
together with you not just ‚a solution‘ but ‚the
perfect solution‘ for your production. We will
gladly advise you in terms of suitable modules
and services to enable an efficient solution
along the supply chain. We will happily visit
you at your production location.

A

B

»With our modular systems and flexible
service packages we give our customers the
best possible prospects in their industries.«
Andreas W. Kraut, CEO and shareholder
of Bizerba SE & Co. KG
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A Goods receiving and warehouse
–– Floor or special pallet scale for weighing
of pallets
–– Weighing, labeling and coding of goods for
the internal supply chain for automatic
booking in/out of goods
–– Fast, precise determination of quantities and
documentation with the help of counting and
tolerance checkweighers in combination with
weighing terminals
–– Recording and evaluation of weighing results

B Manufacturing and production
–– Dynamic checkweighers for 100% process
control of blanks or semi-finished products
before further processing
–– Completeness check of components
–– Counting scale systems in combination with
production systems for exact determination
of quantities
–– Weight control throughout the entire
production process

D

C
D Production networking
–– Modular software platform BRAIN2
–– Synchronous goods and data flows, from goods
receiving through to shipping:
–– Quality assurance along the supply chain
–– Controlling, recording and analyzing
–– An optimal workflow with constant product quality.

C Commissioning and shipping
–– Commissioning of customer orders based on
weight, volume and/or quantity
–– Creation of KLT/VDA labels
–– Direct data connection to ERP system
–– Completeness check based on weight with
tolerance control
–– No mix-ups by scanning an unique number
–– Dispatch software and verifiable weighing
systems for dispatch management as well
as for different modes of transport
–– Efficient total labeling and automatic
generation of delivery notes
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Software

Load
receptor

Label
printer

Precision
scale

Load receptor with
weighing terminal

Industrial PC

Dynamic
checkweigher

Industrial PC

Our product selection for the metal and electrical industry
Industrial scales

Weighing terminals

Load receptor

Compact weighing
terminal

Weighing terminal

Labeler

Label printer

iL Economy series
Load receptors in the
Economy series are fitted
with single-point or multipoint load cells. Due to
their low design, these
devices can be used for
many applications –
free-standing, as floor
or bench scales, built in
a pit or used optionally
with mobile device for
mobile use.

iS20
The versatile iS20 fulfills
numerous tasks in a simple, fast and economical
manner. Integrated with
applications for weighing
and counting processes as
well as tolerance control,
this compact device supports your workflows in
an effective and efficient
manner.

iS30
Thanks to its many
interfaces and software
programs the iS30 covers
a wide range of applications. With the full graphic
display the operator sees
all the important information at a glance. Product
data can also be quickly
viewed and edited.

GLM-Bmaxx 350
The automatic labeler
GLM-Bmaxx can be easily
integrated into conveyor
systems and data systems.
It ensures correct labeling
from the case to the pallet.
Thanks to the Bizerba system design, these devices
can also be used as total
printers for price labeling
lines and checkweigher
lines. Ideally suitable for
the use with a dynamic
in-motion scale CWL-L.

GLP 58
Whether as a Windows®
printer or part of a system
network, the robust stainless steel thermal printer
GLP 58 is inspiring with
its fast, reliable handling
and multifunctionality. In
combination with different
Bizerba labeling systems,
checkweighers and weighing terminals it offers a wide
variety of potential applications ranging from manual
labeling up to statistical
work.

Weigh price
labeling systems

For more information on our products, solutions and services please go to www.bizerba.com
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Perfectly networked quality
Our networked hardware and software solutions are the intelligent
choice for your process optimization. Wherever there is a need to speed
up and automate processes, our pioneering systems with integrated
software provide a complete overview and more transparency.

Dynamic
in-motion scale

Labeler

Labeler

Control &
logistics systems

Precision
scales

Dynamic
checkweigher

Dynamic
in-motion scale

Precision scale

CWDmaxx
The CWDmaxx is designed
as an entry level model
for a throughput of up
to approx. 250 packages
per minute. With an IP54
protection it is suitable
for applications which do
not require wet cleaning.
Its modular construction
allows configurations of
up to five belt modules.

CWL-L
The in-motion scale CWL-L
is inspiring as a verifiable
checkweigher or catchweigher with fast and exact
weight determination.
This device offers you a
wide range of interface
options and dialogs.
Program sequences such
as completeness check and
commissioning control are
individually configurable.

GX
The automatic function
in order to optimize the
counting accuracy with
the high resolution of the
scale allows very precise
piece counting. The basis
for this is a constant recalculation of the average
piece weight. In doing so,
the GX avoids incorrect
counting due to piece
weight fluctuations. By
means of an internal calibration function the scale
is calibrated very quickly.

Labels

Labels &
Consumables

Software

Thermal labels
The daily permanent load
on the printer mechanisms
places the highest requirements on the label quality.
Bizerba produces labels
from materials which are
ideally matched to your
products and packages
as well as to the different
printer technologies.

BRAIN2
The BRAIN2 software platform sets new standards
in terms of centralization,
data transfer and reliability
of your supply chain. It can
be easily integrated into
existing ERP systems. Together with software applications such as analysis
tools for statistics, tracking
and tracing it covers the
entire workflow. Due to the
modular design BRAIN2
optimally adjusts to your
needs.
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A clear advantage
with counting
Based on a study performed by the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics
(IML) more than ten percent of all deliveries showed quantity deviations and delivery
note errors. But how can supplier performance be qualified and enhanced without
major extra effort? From goods receiving to goods dispatch: Weight-based counting and
weight-based quality control provide effective starting points for optimized efficiency
and product quality.

Safety right from the start
The quality assurance of products
and processes already starts at the
factory gates. Bizerba offers solutions
which, starting at goods receiving,
create transparency across the entire
supply chain. The key is intelligently
networked weighing. Incoming deliveries, for example, can be checked
based on weight in order to find out
whether the ordered quantity is complete. This is done in a systematic, efficient and quick manner. Fully monitor supplier performance and initiate
improvement measures on this basis.
In doing so, you permanently ensure
need-based material availability.
Exactly documenting quantities
Not only for goods receiving but
also in production, warehouse, commissioning, shipping and inventory:
Weighing and counting technology
from Bizerba allows exact determination and automated documentation
of quantities in each phase of the
material flow. Elaborate inventories
are now a thing of the past due to
constant data feedback.

_counting.BRAIN
Weight-based counting
Increase the efficiency of your
counting processes. Central master data maintenance with saving
of determined quantities.

Smart industrial software
The open concept of the Bizerba scale
management system _counting.BRAIN
ensures maximum efficiency. In the
central SQL database the application
has access to PLU master data with
reference weights and the relevant
tolerance limits for the target quantity. Minus tolerance can be suppressed. Recorded quantities are
easy to read thanks to the bargraph
indicator display.
All collected data can be transmitted
to existing printers and higherranking ERP systems. If there are
complaints you can completely track
the quantity and diagnose with
_counting.BRAIN.

Quality which you can weigh
It is not only quantities that can be
exactly determined by weighing –
weighing results can also allow conclusions about the product quality:
Has the correct quantity of lubricant
been filled into the mounted device
components? Does a weight deviation within 3D-printed products
indicate incorrectness? Were all the
accessories belonging to an item
enclosed? Any discrepancies as compared to the saved reference weight
reliably indicate when products and
containers do not meet your quality
standards.
For more efficiency
From goods receiving up to the delivery: Intelligent weighing and counting
technology protects you from losses,
ensures performance and product
quality and eliminates customer
complaints due to short deliveries.
Discover new efficient networked
solutions from Bizerba.
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Label
variety à
la carte

Fast
service

We offer matching labels for all requirements: From high quality brand
staging up to specially developed
solutions for challenging surfaces
and ambient conditions.

Bizerba is rethinking service: With standard
packages and service modules which you can
exactly match to your needs. Benefit from
reliable, tailor-made service availability.

Choose from various thermal-direct, linerless
and multilayer label solutions, special papers,
films with thermal-reactive coating and numerous other possibilities. You can also efficiently
design intralogistic processes with Bizerba labels – for example by means of QR codes, RF or
RFID tags. All our labels are optimally matched
to the Bizerba labeling systems.

Your benefits
+	Fast response time, around the clock,
if needed
+	Reduced production downtime resulting
in less costs

–– Availability Individual alignment of service
times to your hours of operation, up to 24/7
–– Recall Individually agreed, guaranteed
call-back time; call by a technically qualified
service employee

Cost transparency

Investment
protection

Competitive
advantages

Also learn about our
service contracts. Simply
schedule a meeting with
us – your personal sales
person is at your service.
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BRAIN2 software:
Smart production
With our intelligent industrial software BRAIN2 you gain
maximum transparency and complete traceability along
your supply chain. Matching your needs the software apps
can be easily integrated into your company processes
via interfaces. They record production data in real time,
manage and analyze data efficiently or safely control
production processes. Automatically create reports and
statistics.

BRAIN2 Safety_Service
Backed up data

Automatically create backups. Data
centrally saved can be easily restored
via GUI or directly on the device. For
a fast start-up you can simply clone
device data.

BRAIN2

BRAIN2 Data_Maintenance
Central master data management

Centrally manage master and configuration data such as PLU and customer data
on your Bizerba devices using this app
and with minimal time effort.
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Members of the Bizerba Group
Bizerba SE & Co. KG
Wilhelm-Kraut-Straße 65
72336 Balingen
Germany
T +49 7433 12-0
F +49 7433 12-2696
www.bizerba.com

Bizerba USA Inc.
1804 Fashion Court
Joppa, MD 21085
USA
T Office +1 732 565-6000
T Service +1 732 565-6001
F +1 732 819-0429
www.bizerbausa.com

Bizerba UK Limited
2-4 Erica Road
Stacey Bushes
Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire
MK12 6HS
UK
T +44 1908 6827-40
F +44 1908 6827-77

Bizerba Canada Inc.
6411 Edwards Blvd
Mississauga
Ontario L5T2P7
Canada
T +1 888 240-3722
F +1 905 816-0497
www.bizerba.ca

www.bizerba.com

Bizerba Service
From advising to process optimization we have the right service for
you – always tailored to your needs.
More than 1,000 Bizerba technicians
and 350 technicians from our
partners are always on hand and
available for you worldwide.
Any time. Around the clock.

We are where you are
Bizerba is a market leading provider
of weighing and slicing technologies
for industry and trade and is a worldwide leading specialist in industrial
weighing and labeling technologies.
Bizerba employs approximately
4,100 people.
Subsidiaries

Representative offices

BRAIN2 Capture
Efficient handling of data

This powerful app allows you to
record and evaluate process data in
a quick, easy and efficient manner.
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Counted?
GX precision scale

Quality on the pallet
Were packages over or under-filled? Were all the accessories enclosed? Does a weight deviation indicate
a defective cast or incorrect 3D print? Reduce giveaway, minimize complaints, ensure product quality:
With intelligent weighing solutions from Bizerba.
www.bizerba.com

Further solutions
Discover now: More transparency and efficiency for
the entire supply chain.

